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SHORT DESCRIPTION: 

 
This Deliverable summarizes results, benefits and limitations of a nonlinear spectral 
compression mechanism based on second harmonic generation for the production of tunable 
narrowband picosecond pulses in the visible and ultraviolet regions starting from an Yb-
based laser system. The main result is the design and realization of an extremely compact 
setup for frequency doubling and tripling as well as for spectral narrowing of micro-joule-
level femtosecond pulses centred at 1040 nm. The second harmonic (SH) can be quickly 
tuned from 305 to 335 with an efficiency higher than 40 %  while the third harmonic (TH) is 
generated from 333 to 355 with an overall efficiency of 15 %. The pulse duration of SH and 
TH pulses is limited to 1-2 ps by the group-velocity-mismatch of the BBO crystal used as a 
frequency converter. As deeply discussed in deliverable, it was impossible to get higher 
spectral compression ratios by recurring to periodically-poled crystals due to the onset of 
photorefractive damage at the very high average and peak power densities used. The SH/TH 
generation efficiency resulted to be lower by a factor of 3 when moving from a solid-state 
Yb laser to the burst-mode fiber system, essentially due to the relatively poor 
spectral/temporal quality of the pulses. This result discouraged the proponents from 
pursuing a burst-mode strategy for pumping the remotely located Coherent Raman process 
and pushed towards the adoption of the multi-mJ laser driver for both atmospheric lasing 
and Coherent Raman pumping, as discussed in Deliverable 2.3. 

 
1_ THE CONCEPT OF SPECTRAL COMPRESSION 

Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) spectroscopies require the generation of broadly tunable 
narrow bandwidth pulses to selectively excite vibrational transitions at different 
frequencies. As deeply described in Deliverable 4.1, with respect to other solutions [1-4], a 
second-harmonic generation (SHG) process in the presence of strong group velocity 
mismatch (GVM) between fundamental-frequency (FF) and second-harmonic (SH) waves is 
a powerful tool for the synthesis of tunable narrowband picosecond SH pulses starting from 
broadband femtosecond FF pulses [5,6]. High GVM implies in fact a very narrow phase-
matching bandwidth for the SHG process, and thus the generation of narrowband SH 
pulses. This does not come at the expense of efficiency since a broad spectral portion of the 
FF pulse participates to the process, leading to significant pump depletion. This can be 
understood with the help of Fig. 1, which shows that SH frequencies lying within a 

narrowband range around 2pm (pm being the phase-matched fundamental frequency) can 

be generated not simply (and not only) as the second harmonic of pm photons, but also as 
the sum-frequency of the spectral components of the FF pulse that are symmetric with 

respect to pm. Therefore, as described analytically in D 4.1, broadband FF pulses can be 
efficiently converted into narrowband SH pulses. 


pm pmpm      


pm pmpm



  

Fig. 1. Rationale of the spectral compression mechanism. Schematic of the SHG (a) and SFG 
(b) processes in the presence of large GVM between the interacting pulses. 

(a) (b) 
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In the course of the project, the SHG-based spectral compression mechanism has been 
experimentally demonstrated in different spectral regions and with several laser sources, 
namely in the blue-UV region starting from a 1-kHz amplified Ti:sapphire laser [7,8], in the 
near infrared from 780 to 1050 nm from a 100-MHz two-branch femtosecond Er:fiber 
oscillator [9,10], in the green region from a 1-MHz amplified Yb:laser [11]. The results 
obtained with the latter source are worth to be briefly summarized since being preliminary 
to the main object of this deliverable, which is the generation of widely tunable narrowband 
pulses around 520 nm out of a burst-mode amplified Yb:fiber laser system. The experiments 
then performed made use of 350-fs-long FF pulses at a central wavelength of 1040 nm with 

an energy up to 1 J. As a nonlinear medium for spectral compression, 1-mm-thick 
periodically-poled (PP) MgO-doped lithium-niobate (LN) crystals of several lengths were 
used, as manufactured by Covesion. The poling periods allowed for the investigation of 
both 1st and 3rd order quasi-phase-matching (for details, see D 4.1). With 1st order crystals it 
was impossible to reach high-quality narrowband SH spectra since the combination of 
extremely high effective nonlinearity and high peak intensity resulted in a strong pump 
depletion after few millimetres of propagation, thus making the residual crystal length 
useless for spectral compression. With 3rd order crystals, thanks to the lower effective 
nonlinearity, SH pulses as long 25 ps with a bandwidth as narrow as 3 cm-1 and a 
conversion efficiency in excess of 25 % were satisfactorily achieved. However, these results 
were traded off by the onset of photorefractive damage of the crystal, as revealed by 
temporal and spatial instability of the generated green light. Section 2 describes how 
Covesion tackled this problem during the second and third year of the project, although 
unsuccessfully. This led to a change of strategy for spectral compression and to the design 
of the BBO-based device described in Section 3.  
 

2_ LIMITATIONS OF PERIODICALLY POLED CRYSTALS     

In CROSS-TRAP Year 1, Covesion Ltd developed and supplied (see Fig. 2) a number of 
MgO:PPLN crystals to project partner Politecnico di Milano for use in experiments to 
generate tunable picosecond pulses by spectral compression. Early characterization of these 
crystals yielded two main results: 

- the nonlinear coefficient of MgO:PPLN crystals was too high for the chosen spectral 
pulse compression regime 

- the optical damage threshold (photorefractive, green-induced infrared absorption 
(GRIIRA), physical) and best handling techniques for MgO:PPLN in the pulsed 
regime were not well understood 

In Year 2, Covesion started an extensive investigation on the optical damage mechanisms in 
MgO:PPLN and on novel manufacturing processes for creating periodically-poled 
structures with higher damage threshold and/or lower nonlinearity, including novel crystal 
alternatives such as stoichiometric or magnesium-doped lithium tantalate.  
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Fig. 2. MgO:PPLN crystals developed at Covesion and delivered to the Politecnico di 
Milano in Year 1 of the CROSS-TRAP project. 20x custom crystal variants were 
delivered for first trials of 1st order and 3rd order (lower nonlinearity) 1040nm SHG for 
spectral pulse compression.  

 

INVESTIGATION OF PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECTS AND GRIIRA VS MGO:PPLN CRYSTAL LIFETIME  
Optical damage mechanisms, such as the photorefractive effect and GRIIRA, are a well-
known, if not well-understood phenomena in nonlinear optical crystals that can affect 
operational efficiency (at higher powers) and operational lifetime of these materials. Adding 
5% Magnesium-Oxide to Lithium Niobate significantly increases the optical and 
photorefractive resistance of the crystal while preserving its high nonlinear coefficient. This 
allows more stable operation at visible wavelengths and lower temperature operation than 
a similar undoped crystal. This was experimentally tested in a cw long-term stability trial 
where nearly 2.2 W of green radiation at 532nm was maintained  over a period of 2000hrs, 
with no signs of damage to the crystal and no evidence of beam distortion due to 
photorefraction, as attested by the graph in Fig. 3 [This is an impressive result and has been 
disseminated via several company talks, Covesion website data and documentation]. 
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Fig. 3. Power stability test in cw regime at 532 nm. 
 
A second test was done in a picosecond regime using a 20-ps 230-MHz pulsed pump source 
at 530 nm with average power of up to 2W to synchronously pump an Optical Parametric 
Oscillator [12,13]. The combination of both high average power and high peak intensities 
was found this time lead to a number of effects in MgO:PPLN, including photorefration, 
GRIIRA and even permanent crystal damage. In the short pulse regime physical damage 
was observed at peak intensities over 10 MW/cm2 at 530nm green pump wavelengths (to be 
compared to the 500 kW/cm2 of the cw regime). It was also discovered that by reducing the 
average power (repetition rate), the effect of crystal damage mechanisms can be greatly 
reduced and that two-photon absorption is the most likely process for physical damage of 
the crystal structure (see Ref. 14 for a comprehensive description  and discussion of these 
results).  
 

MGO:PPLN POWER SCALING VERSUS APERTURE SIZE 
Due to the need to comply with the CROSSTRAP agenda and precisely with the high peak 
intensities given by multi-microjoule pulses, an investigation of techniques providing 
higher crystal apertures was started. Two approaches were pursued: wider periodically-
poled gratings and/or increasing the thickness of the lithium niobate substrates from 1 mm 
to 2 mm. Both methods have a different set of problems to overcome; wider gratings cause 
issues with grating definition and elliptical laser beams, while doubling the substrate 
thickness also doubles the high-voltage needed for domain inversion (poling) to the >15kV 
level. Experiments performed during CROSSTRAP were successful to increase the width of 
the grating apertures from 1x1 mm to 1x10 mm, providing a 10-times power handling 
capability before the onset of optical damage (see photographs in Fig. 4). On the other side, 
it was  not possible to significantly increase the crystal thickness. This was due to the 
difficulty of producing ferroelectric domains with extremely high aspect ratio, as needed for 
1st order quasi-phase-matching from wavelengths around 1040-nm. 
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Fig. 4. Wide aperture MgO:PPLN crystals developed at Covesion. Crystals in the right 
photograph were developed in mid-2011 and feature 1x3mm aperture gratings with 
periods of 30μm (OPO) and 19μm (1550nm SHG) respectively. Wider 1x7mm and 
1x10mm gratings (both 30μm period) were demonstrated in late 2011. 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERIODICALLY-POLED MANUFACTURING PROCESS IN MGO:LT 
In collaboration with nonlinear crystal growers Yamaju Ceramics Corporation from Japan, 
Covesion began investigating manufacturing processes for periodically-poled grating 
structures in novel crystal materials. 8% Magnesium-doped Lithium Tantalate (MgO:LT) is 
a new nonlinear crystal type currently under development by Yamaju Ceramics whose 
benefits are lower absorption in the visible and UV wavelengths, higher optical damage 
threshold, and lower nonlinearity than similar materials, all features being very important 
towards CROSSTRAP spectral compression objectives. This magnesium-doped variant is 
expected to offer better crystal reproducibility (and therefore availability) and stability than 
other recently developed stoichiometric materials. Throughout 2012 and the first part of 
2013, Covesion Ltd were the first to attempt periodically-poled structures in this material in 
close collaboration with the crystal manufacturers. The investigations into high-voltage 
domain patterning techniques in this material required a significant engineering effort but 
proved so far inconclusive due to growth defects in the raw material. Until this growth 
issue is resolved, it will not be possible to generate reproducible poled structures in this 
material.  
In Year 3, Covesion continued to improve the high-voltage crystal poling process, aperture 
size and damage threshold characteristics of the crystals.  
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3_ DESIGN OF A BBO-BASED FREQUENCY DOUBLER AND TRIPLER    

The problems encountered when frequency doubling multi-microjoule pulses with 
periodically-poled crystals forced the project agenda to use more resistant BBO crystals for 
the synthesis of tunable narrowband picosecond pulses. The choice of BBO was also 
determined by the adopted strategy for standoff detection of chemicals: since based on a 
backward Stimulated Raman Scattering process in the UV region, a second nonlinear stage 
providing frequency tripling of the 1040-nm FF pulses became mandatory. The UV region 
around 343 nm can’t be reached with PP crystals, due to their UV absorption, to the 
impossibility of producing short enough poling periods as well as to the extremely low 
photorefractive damage threshold at those wavelengths. A compact BBO-based apparatus 
providing tunable SH and also third harmonic (TH) pulses was then designed according to 
the following guidelines: i) handling of 10-µJ femtosecond pulses tunable from 1030 to 1060 
nm, ii) spectral compression down to the picosecond regime; iii) maximum conversion 
efficiency, with TH energies > 1 µJ. 
For the SH stage we adopted a 10-mm long BBO crystal cut for type I phase matching. Such 
length is enough to produce 1-ps long SH pulses with reasonably narrow bandwidth. 
Longer crystals were excluded in order to circumvent limitations induced by the high 
spatial walk-off between ordinary and extraordinary waves. A second BBO crystal in a Type 
I configuration provided narrow-bandwidth TH pulses at around 343 nm by sum-frequency 
mixing of FF and SH pulses [FF(o) + SH(o) → TH(e)]. A length of 5 mm was enough for the 
second crystal since the GVM between FF and SH pulses makes the two pulses to split apart 
from each other after about 5 mm. In such interaction the faster FF pulse travels through the 
crystal by superimposing different temporal portions of the slower (and longer) SH pulse. 
The two pulses remain overlapped for an effective interaction distance Leff of about 5 mm, 
which can be calculated as: 

gFFgSH

SH
eff

v1v1
L




  

where SH is the SH pulsewidth (the duration of the FF pulse can be neglected since much 
shorter), vgSH and vgFF are the group velocities of SH and FF waves, respectively. The TH 
pulse is thus generated over an effective interaction length Leff and its duration can be 
estimated as the difference between the group delay of the FF pulse and the group delay of 
the TH pulse itself: 

gFF

eff

gTH

eff

TH
v

L

v

L
  

leading to about 1.9 ps. In a regime of small FF depletion the TH pulses result to be 
transform-limited with nearly rectangular temporal shape.  
The experimental apparatus is sketched in Fig. 5. The first BBO stage devoted to SHG is 

followed by an -BBO crystal that compensates for the temporal delay acquired by the SH 
pulse with respect to the FF pulse within the nonlinear stage. This is possible since FF and 

SH pulses have different polarizations that correspond in -BBO to different velocities. This 
solution replaces in a very compact and efficient way the presence of a mechanical delay 
line. A highly reflecting (HR) dichroic mirror at 532 nm mounted on a flip mount allows the 
green SH to be extracted. Alternatively, FF and SH pulses can be let to propagate through 
the second BBO-based nonlinear stage for THG. This stage is preceded by a wave-plate that 
acts as a half-wave plate at FF and as a full-wave plate at SH, thus making the polarization 
direction of the former to rotate parallel to the latter. The two equally and linearly polarized 
pulses drive the Type I THG interaction that produces the UV output. A set of dichroic 
mirrors is eventually used to filter out unwanted spectral harmonics.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental apparatus for frequency doubling and tripling of Yb pulses.  
 

No refractive optics were used in the setup since significant pump depletion was 
predicted by numerical simulations even with relatively large spot-sizes, giving 
confocal parameters longer than the overall setup. This was finally mounted on a 

breadboard with a 300  75mm footprint only (see photograph in Fig. 6).  
 

 

Fig. 6. Photograph of the setup for SHG and/or THG of Yb pulses. 
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4_ EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION WITH FEMTOSECOND AND PICOSECOND 

PULSES  

The characterization of the frequency doubler/tripler was conducted in Milano with 
two laser sources, namely an Yb:KGW laser (Pharos, Light Conversion) generating 400-
µJ, 200-fs, 10-kHz pulses at 1030-nm fundamental wavelength and a broadband optical 
parametric amplifier seeded by a 1-kHz Ti:sapphire system delivering 25-fs-long 1-uJ 
pulses at the same wavelength. The first source was supposed to mimic the 
performance of the burst-mode laser system developed in Ankara while the second 
was used to verify the tunability of the device.  
SH and TH spectra are reported in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). The former exhibit a 1-nm large 
bandwidth that closely matches that expected for 1-ps long pulses. TH pulses appear to 
exhibit a comparable spectral bandwidth, but this is actually due to the limited spectral 
resolution of the available spectrometer.  

 

Fig. 7. SH (a) and TH (b) spectral intensity upon tuning the phase-matching conditions 
in the SHG and THG stages 

a) 

b) 
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The conversion efficiency of the device was tested both in a femtosecond and in a 
picosecond regime. To the latter purpose, the FF pulses emitted from Pharos were 
spectrally narrowed by means of a properly designed etalon (SLS Optics Ltd.) 
providing a finesse of 12 and a free-spectral-range of 85 cm-1, which results in a 
transmission bandwidth of 7.5 cm-1 (about 4 ps). As attested by Fig. 8, which refers to 
the picosecond regime and to 10-uJ input pulses, extremely high conversion efficiencies 
were obtained both for SHG and for THG, higher than 40 % and 10 %, respectively. The 
large spot diameter inside the nonlinear crystals, equal to 1.36 mm, was enough for 
counteracting spatial walk-effects and allowing for the generation of highly circular 
beams at the harmonic frequencies. In the femtosecond regime, even higher efficiencies 
were obtained without any sign of crystal damage.  

 

 

Fig. 8. SH (a) and TH (b) conversion efficiency starting from 10-uJ 4-ps-long pulses at 
1040 nm.  
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5_ THE BURST-MODE LASER: ARCHITECTURE AND PROPERTIES  

GENERAL DESIGN 
The general architecture of the burst-mode Yb fiber amplifier developed for CROSSTRAP 
project is shown in Figure 9. The system consists of two polarization maintaining (PM) 
integrated fiber amplifier arms, one for the high repetition rate signal centered around 1030 
nm (to be referred to as the 1030 arm from here on), and the other for that centered around 
1060 nm (to be referred to as the 1060 arm from here on). The current design of the two 
amplifier arms is similar, such that the high repetition rate pulses are stretched and then 
amplified with cascaded continuously pumped preamplifiers up to the vicinity of 1 W. 
Thereafter a fiber-integrated acousto-optic modulator (AOM) impresses the desired pulse 
burst mode to the signal. The system is operated at 1 kHz burst repetition rate in accordance 
with the project requirements, leading to an effective repetition rate at the tens-of-kHz level 
and to a strong reduction of the average power. The signal is then amplified by two 
cascaded preamplifiers and finally by a power amplifier, which are all pumped by pulsed 
sources synchronized with the signal burst. The main differences between the 1030 and 1060 
arms are the length of the stretch fiber, equal to 450 and 300 m, respectively, and the 
presence of an additional third preamplifier for the 1060 branch.  The main reason for this 
difference is the lower Yb gain at this wavelength. 

 
Fig. 9. Schematic of the burst-mode amplifier 

Two arbitrary waveform generators (AWG) and a field programmable gated array (FPGA) 
circuit are used to drive the AOM and the pulsed pump diodes. The FPGA circuit is 
triggered by the oscillator signal and in turn it triggers the AWGs that drive the AOM and 
the pump diodes. In this way, locking of the pump drive signals and of the AOM gate 
signal to the seed signal is obtained, minimizing the jitter of the pulses inside the burst and 
facilitating an homogenous energy distribution within the burst. To further improve the 
uniformity of the pulse energies inside the burst avoiding gain depletion effects, a 
precompensation technique was used that involves a complex ramp-shaped gate signal to 
be applied to the AOM.  
A free-space backward-pumped configuration was used in the power amplifier since 
allowing for the shortest fiber length. Such length needs in fact to be as short as possible for 
suppression of ASE, which is inherently present in the low effective repetition rate regime. 
The pump capacity of the power amplifier was increased in the third year of the project by 
tripling the number of 25-W diodes. This power boost allowed the pump energy to be 
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stored in the gain fiber for a shorter time period, thus  favoring ASE suppression. The ASE 
formation is anyway monitored in the system by means of an external AOM (see Fig. 9). 

 
PERFORMANCE WITH A 500-MHZ OSCILLATOR 
The amplifier system was integrated with the 500-MHz Menlo oscillator that has two 
linearly polarized output channels, the one centered at 1030 nm and the other at 1060 nm, 
whose spectra are reported in Fig. 10. In a regime close to the upper energy limit, the 1030 
arm was able to amplify 50-ns-long bursts to an overall energy of 550 µJ while the 1060 arm 
stopped at approximately half of this value, i.e. 275 µJ. Since each burst contains ~25 pulses, 
this yields average amplified pulse energies of 22 µJ and 11 µJ for the 1030 and 1060 arms,  
 

          

Fig. 10. Seed signal spectra generated by the 500-MHz oscillator in the 1030 (a) and 1060 (b) arm. 
 
respectively [15]. The amplified pulse trains are shown in Fig. 11. The slow AOM response 
(rise and fall times of ~8 ns) as compared to the 2 ns period of the oscillator signal impaired 
the homogeneity of the pulse energy distribution inside the burst, giving rise to energies of 
~28 µJ and ~18 µJ in the central part of the burst from the 1030 and 1060 amplification arms, 
respectively. The amplified output spectra for the two arms are given in Fig. 12 (a) and (b), 
respectively. Due to the high amplification level, a consistent shift of the spectrum was 
actually observed at the output of the 1060 nm arm (Fig. 12 (b)) as compared to the input 
(inset on the same panel).  

       
Fig. 11. Amplified 50-ns pulse bursts of total energy (a) 550 µJ from the 1030 arm, (b) 
275 µJ from the 1060 arm. Bursts contain ~25 pulses each. 

 

By reducing the burst duration to 40 ns it was possible to further increase the energy of the 
pulses, with an average energy of 30 µJ over 20 pulses and a maximum pulse energy of 50 µJ 
at 1030 nm.  
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Fig. 12. Amplified spectra for the 50-ns bursts: (a) 1030 arm – 550 µJ burst energy, (b) 1060 arm - 
275 µJ burst energy. Inset of panel (b): spectrum at the input of the power amplifier for the 1060 arm. 

 
PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS AND PULSE COMPRESSION 
The burst-mode amplifier system was also seeded with an in-house built 100-MHz all 
normal dispersion (ANDI) oscillator. In this case, the energy of the burst was pushed close 
to the millijoule level with 25-pulse bursts of 250 ns duration (see temporal profile in Fig. 
13(a)), corresponding to an individual pulse energy above 30 µJ [16]. Due to the longer 
repetition period of the oscillator a better uniformity was obtained, with a minimum rms 
energy fluctuation of 2 % for bursts of 11 pulses (see Fig. 13(b)), each one exhibiting  energy 
in excess of 50 µJ. 

    
Fig. 13. Amplified bursts with the 100-MHz oscillator as a seed: (a) 250-ns burst with 
energy level close to 1 mJ; (b) highly uniform 110-ns burst with total energy above 500 µJ 
and pulse energy above 50 µJ. 

 
The pulses from the amplifier system were compressed by means of an external grating 
compressor (1500 lines/mm) with a throughput of 60-70%. In a first evolution phase of the 
amplifier system, with a stretch fiber of 215 m and output pulse energies of 10-20 µJ, it was 
possible to achieve compression down to ~400 fs, as inferred from autocorrelation 
measurements by assuming the deconvolution factor of Gaussian pulses (Fig. 14(a)). After 
the second evolution step, with a 450-m-long stretch fiber and 40-µJ pulses, the 
autocorrelation trace showed the presence of a significant pedestal due to residual TOD and 
self-phase modulation. Due to the highly structured temporal shape (see autocorrelation in 
Fig. 14 (b)) a Picaso algorithm was used to estimate the pulse duration, with a final value of 
~2 ps, which is the signature of a highly nonlinear chirped pulse amplification regime.  
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Fig. 14. (a) Autocorrelation trace for 20-µJ pulses after compression. Insets: (i) optical 
spectrum, (ii) pulse shape obtained from numerical simulations. (b) Measured (blue solid 
curve) and retrieved (red dashed curve) autocorrelation for 40-µJ pulses. Insets: (i) 
measured spectrum, (ii) retrieved pulse shape using a PICASO algorithm  

 

MATERIAL PROCESSING EXPERIMENTS 
The laser system was tested in a number of material processing experiments to investigate 
the potential of the burst-mode regime for ultrafast and precise material ablation with low 
thermal payloads. The possibility to switch between different operation modes by simple 
change of the electric signal that drives the pulse picker, gave us the opportunity to 
compare the burst-mode and the constant repetition rate regimes. Trials were made on 100-
μm-thick copper films, 100-μm-thick piezo-electric ceramic substrates, human dentine and 
several ex-vivo mouse brain tissue samples. Figure 15 shows the results obtained from 
comparative experiments on dentine samples where individual pulse energy, average 
power, pulse width, spot size and total number of incident pulses (hence total processing 
time) were kept constant while changing the pulse format. In the left panel, we used bursts 
of 25 pulses at a 1-kHz burst rate with interburst frequency of 500 MHz, in the middle panel 
we used the same format but with interburst frequency of 100 MHz, while in the right panel 
we used a uniform repetition rate of 25 kHz. It can be seen that the burst-mode significantly 
improves the quality of the ablation and reduces debris and heat-affected zones. 
 

 

Fig. 15.  Human dentine samples processed using 25-pulse bursts at a 1-kHz burst repetition rate 
with 500-MHz intra-burst (left), 100-MHz intra-burst (middle) repetition rates and a uniform 
repetition rate of 25 kHz (right). Average power, processing time, pulse width, pulse energy (9 μJ), 
spot size are the same in each case. 
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Figure 16 compares the single pulse ablation rate in copper foils using different pulse 
formats but with the same number of pulses: with the burst-mode regime, even with a 

relatively low energy of 2 J, a significant cumulative effect is observed, leading to an 
increase of the ablation rate by a factor of 6 with respect to the use of a uniform repetition 
rate with widely separated pulses.  
 

   
 

Fig. 16. Comparison of material ablation rate per pulse for copper target using 25 pulses 
at repetition rates of 25 kHz, 100 MHz, and 500 MH: the ablation per pulse increases by 
~6 times at higher repetition rates. 

 
The micromachining results performed so far demonstrate an order-of-magnitude increase 
of ablated material volume at higher repetition rates, together with reduced thermal 
damage and precise tissue removal without having collateral thermal drawbacks. In similar 
comparative cutting tests on ceramic substrates, 10 times faster cutting of the samples was 
achieved with a 500-MHz-seeded burst-mode regime as compared to a uniform repetition 
rate. Moreover, the coupling coefficient k33, which is the critical piezoelectric parameter, was 
conserved much better after cutting with a burst mode. 
 

6_ FREQUENCY DOUBLING AND TRIPLING WITH THE BURST-MODE LASER  

The frequency conversion set-up provided by POLIMI and described in Section 3 was 
externally added to the amplifier system to test the frequency doubling and tripling 
capability in the burst-mode regime. The beam was collimated with a 5:1 telescope to obtain 
a reduced beam diameter of ~0.25 mm. A conversion efficiency of 15 % was obtained from 
the 1030 arm using 10-pulse bursts made up of 7.2 µJ pulses, corresponding to an average 
power of 72 mW for FF and 11 mW for SH. As shown in Fig. 17, the second harmonic 
spectrum could be tuned swiftly by more than 6 nm in the 512-520 nm range by adjusting 
the phase matching angle of the BBO crystal.  
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Fig. 17. Spectrum and tunability of the SH signal obtained from the 1030 arm of the 
burst mode laser system. 

 

The 1060 arm of the amplifier was also tested for SHG and a maximum conversion 
efficiency of 25 % was obtained with up to 32 mW of average green power when using 50-
ns bursts containing 25 pulses. Actually, the maximum efficiency was obtained at a SH 
wavelength of 520 nm due to the poor power spectral density of the FF pulse at the nominal 
1060  wavelength. The tunability was limited in this case to 3 nm. The reason for the higher 
SHG efficiency out of the 1060 arm is the higher peak power due to better pulse 
compression. The lower pulse energy leads in fact to lower nonlinearity, shorter stretch 
fiber and consequently lower third order dispersion (TOD) in the grating compressor. Third 
harmonic generation (see inset on the right side of Fig. 10) was also attempted with this 
arm, but the efficiency was very low, less than 1 %. 

 

Fig. 18. Spectrum and tunability of the SHG signal obtained from the 1060 arm of the 
burst mode laser system. Insets: Left is the SHG efficiency, right is the THG spectrum. 
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The low SHG efficiency in the burst-mode regime mainly stems from the highly structured 
pulses that are created by the highly nonlinear amplification. Although unsatisfactory, this 
result was not the only reason that prevented the consortium from pursuing the original 
strategy for the generation of the Raman pump pulses, which was indeed based on 
frequency doubling and spectral compression of the output of a femtosecond burst-mode 
fiber amplifier. A second important reason was the necessity of using a UV Raman pump to 
comply with the UV filament-ignited emission of nitrogen: such region can’t be reached 
with the required energy levels for standoff detection starting from an Ytterbium fiber-
based system, due to the inherently lower efficiency of THG with respect to SHG. A 
decision was then taken, abandoning the multiple-spot measurement allowed by the burst 
mode regime in favor of a single-spot measurement driven by a high-energy UV pulse, as 
synthesized by the same laser system used to ignite the filament (see description in 
Deliverable 2.2.3).  

 
7_ CONCLUSIONS  

Second-harmonic generation in  media providing high GVM between FF and SH pulses 
was shown to be a viable and efficient way to generate tunable narrowband picosecond 
pulses starting from broadband femtosecond pulses. The spectral compression mechanism 
was shown for the first time to be applicable to 10-uJ level pulses and also to the generation 
of third harmonic (TH) pulses, with efficiencies as high as 40 % and 15 % for SH and TH 
respectively, together with extremely fast tuning rates by rotation of the nonlinear crystal. 
As a nonlinear crystal for frequency conversion, BBO resulted the best candidate. In fact, 
with high energy pulses, long BBO crystals can be used without incurring into length 
limitations given by the strong spatial walk-off, thus obtaining relatively high spectral 
compression ratios. On the other hand, it was impossible to fully exploit the higher 
compression capabilities of periodically-poled lithium niobate crystals. Photorefractive 
damage and green-induced infrared absorption place severe limitations when scaling up 
average and peak power densities. Efforts to increase the effective aperture of the crystals or 
the use of third-order quasi-phase matching to reduce the nonlinear response revealed 
unsuccessful. Moreover, the strategic change of agenda for the remote detection of 
chemicals, now based on nitrogen lasing in the ultraviolet (UV) region, moved the region of 
interest from the green to the UV, where periodically-poled crystals fail to be usable due to 
their absorption edge and to unfeasibly short poling periods.  
A BBO-based highly compact device for frequency doubling and tripling was constructed. 
When testing it with an Yb:KGW laser (Pharos, Light Conversion) and with a broadband 
optical parametric amplifier seeded by a 1-kHz Ti:sapphire system, it was possible to 
generate green and UV pulses with satisfactory performance and in excellent agreement 
with numerical simulations: tunability in the 505-535 and 333-355 nm range, efficiencies in 
excess of 40 and 15 %, pulse duration of 1 and 2 ps, respectively. On the other hand, it was 
impossible to replicate the same results with the burst-mode fiber system, due to the poor 
spectral/temporal quality of the pulses. These results prompted the proponents to exploit a 
single laser system for driving the atmospheric lasing process and pumping the Coherent 
Raman process, thus renouncing to the possibility of having multiple measurements spots 
in the atmosphere in favour of a much higher pumping energy for the single spot (see 
Discussion in Deliverable 2.2.3)  
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